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Detection Techniques for O and B-type Binaries (M1 > 3 M) as of 2012

SB1?



The Nature(s) of Early-type SB1s

1970s/1980s: Notion that formation processes of close massive binaries could 
        produce only systems with moderate mass ratios q = M2/M1 > 0.2.

SB1s with q < 0.2 assumed to contain WD/NS companions
(Wolff 1978; Garmany et al. 1980).

1990s: “Formation of Low-mass X-ray Binaries: Common 
             Envelope Evolution of Primordial Binaries with 
             Extreme Mass Ratios” (Kalogera & Webbink 1997).

M1 > 9 M    M2 < 1.3 M

Magnetic
Braking

Paradigm shift: SB1s with q < 0.2 assumed to 
contain stellar companions (NOT stellar remnants).

2000s/2010s: Majority of LMXBs expected to derive from
                       extreme mass-ratio q < 0.15 binaries

(Kiel & Hurley 2006; Fragos & McClintock 2015).

2014: Still no direct observational evidence that massive stars
   have closely orbiting low-mass stellar companions.



How I Learned to Stop Worrying
And Love Eclipsing Binaries

Optical Gravitational 
Lensing Experiment (OGLE)

1.3m Warsaw Telescope

LMC

SMC
50+ million stars

7+ years of observations 

500+ photometric measurements 

30,000+ EBs in Magellanic Clouds 
(Graczyk et al. 2011)

5,000+ EBs with B-type MS primaries
(I = 16 - 18 mag)

Sensitive to shallow eclipses: q = 0.1 - 0.2

Known distance – can measure physical 
properties M1, M2, τ, e, based on light curves!

(M+D2013,2015a,b)



Identified 18 pre-MS + MS detached EBs with reflection effects in LMC:
M1 = 7 - 16 M, M2 = 0.8 - 2.4 M (q = 0.06 - 0.32), and τ = 0.6-8 Myr.

A New Class of Nascent EBs with Extreme Mass Ratios (M+D 2015a)

P = 3 - 8 days
R1 = 4 - 5 R
R2 = 2 - 4 R

T1 = 20,000 - 30,000 K
T2 =   4,000 -   7,000 K



Detection Techniques for O and B-type Binaries (M1 > 3 M) as of 2012



Detection Techniques for O and B-type Binaries (M1 > 3 M) as of 2016

M+D 2013, 
2015a,b

Rizzuto et al. 2013; Sana et al. 2014 Evans et al. 2013, 2015



How to measure f(M1 , P, q, e) ≠ f(M1) × f(P) × f(q) × f(e)  
 Collect data from ~35 surveys of binary stars: 

    SBs, EBs, LBI, Cepheids, VBs(AO, lucking imaging, Hubble), CPM.
 Correct for their respective selection effects.
 Combine data in a homogenous manner.

 Fit joint distribution f(M1 , P, q, e) to corrected ZAMS population.

Explain statistics in the context of multiple star formation 
(see Tohline 2002 for review)

P < 20 days;
a < 0.3 AU

log P (days) = 1.3 -  6.0;
a = 0.3 - 300 AU

log P (days) = 6 - 8;
a = 300 - 10,000 AU

Disk Fragmentation

Fragmentation of Molecular
Cloud Cores / Filaments + 

Dynamical Disruption/Capture
Dynamical evolution
in hierarchical triples



Period distribution flogP;q>0.3(M1, P) from M+D2016

~2% of solar-type primaries have companions 
with q > 0.3 and P = 1 - 10 days



Period distribution flogP;q>0.3(M1, P) from M+D2016

Solar-type binaries: log-normal period distribution as found by
Duquennoy & Mayor (1991) and Raghavan et al. (2010)



Period distribution flogP;q>0.3(M1, P) from M+D2016

Very close binary frequency scales as Fclose ~ M1
0.7;

important consequences for case-A / early case-B RLOF



Period distribution flogP;q>0.3(M1, P) from M+D2016

Early-type stars have a large binary frequency at intermediate P;
Rizzuto+2013, LBI, early-B; Sana+2014, LBI, O-type; Evans+2015, SB2s, Cepheids

Disks around massive stars are more prone to fragmentation (Kratter+2006)



Period distribution flogP;q>0.3(M1, P) from M+D2016

O-type companion frequency is bimodal, indicating binaries with close and 
intermediate separations have different formation mechanisms.



Period distribution flogP;q>0.3(M1, P) from M+D2016

Frequency of wide companions with q > 0.3 relatively independent of M1



Eccentricity distribution (M+D16)

Tidal circularization dominates at P < 10 days

For P > 10 days, early-type binaries are consistent with a thermal distribution (η = 1), 
indicating dynamics may play a larger role in their formation

f ~ eη
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+

Mass-ratio distribution

Uniform

Random pairing from Salpeter IMF

Random pairing from Salpeter IMF

Ftwin due to pre-MS RLOF 
and/or shared accretion 
in disk (Tokivinin 2000).

Larger Ftwin in solar-types
due to longer pre-MS 
contraction timescales

& disk lifetimes.

Uniform
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Mass-ratio distribution

Solar-type binaries 
consistent with uniform 
mass-ratio distribution 

up to log P < 6
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Mass-ratio distribution

Solar-type binaries become 
weighted toward smaller q 

beyond a > 300 AU, but still 
inconsistent with random 

pairings from IMF
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Mass-ratio distribution

Massive binaries are 
consistent with a uniform 

mass-ratio distribution 
only for P < 20 days
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Mass-ratio distribution

At intermediate P,
massive binaries become 
weighted toward q = 0.2

Disk fragmentation leads 
to smaller qfrag = Mfrag/M1 

with increasing M1

(Kratter+2006)
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Mass-ratio distribution

At widest separations, 
massive binaries are 
nearly consistent with 

random pairings from IMF.

Molecular core/filament 
fragmentation + 

subsequent dynamical 
disruption/capture lead to 

nearly uncorrelated 
component masses.



Frequency of companions with 0.2 < log P (days) < 8.0 and q > 0.1 (M+D16)

Solar-type primaries: fmult;q>0.1 = 0.48 ± 0.04;
  ~60% single; ~30% binary; ~10% triple/quadruple

O-type primaries: fmult;q>0.1 = 2.1 ± 0.3;
         <10% single; ~20% binary; ~75% triple/quadruple



Close binary fraction (P = 2 - 6 days) vs. triple/quadruple fraction (M+D2016)

Solar-type primaries:
(80-90)% of binaries
with P = 2 - 6 days

have outer tertiaries
(Tokovinin+2006)

1. Nearly directly 
    proportional

F
cl

os
e

Ftriple/quadruple

Fclose = 0.18 Ftriple/quadruple

2. One in six triples
    have Pinner = 2 - 6 days;
    ~30 times larger than expected via random pairings from period distribution.

3. Independent of primary mass;
    larger companion frequency at intermediate P   +   dynamics in triples          

     
=    larger close binary fraction 



Binary Star Evolution via RLOF (M+D16) 

Frequency of 
companions with 
log P (days) < 3.7 

(a < 10 AU) 
and q > 0.1

 - Only 13% of solar-type primaries will interact via RLOF
 - Essentially all O-type primaries will experience RLOF
 - (5-20)% of O-type primaries are in compact triples with aouter < 10 AU



Implications for specific channels of binary evolution (M+D2016, in prep.)

For M1 > 5 M and log P (days) = 2 - 3:
    - Enhanced frequency of companions
    - Weighted toward small q = 0.1 - 0.3

10 – 30 times more 
extreme mass-ratio binaries 

than previously incorporated in 
population synthesis studies

Low-mass X-ray Binaries
Millisecond Pulsars

Type Ia SNe via He WD + CO WD mergers Symbiotic Type Ia SNe
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The Nature(s) of Early-type SB1s (M+D2016)

For a volume-limited sample, ~30% of SB1s contain WD/NS/BH companions

Solar-type SB1s:
1) Sirius-like binaries w/ hot WDs
2) Barium stars  
3) Population synthesis

Early-type SB1s:
1) EBs vs. SB1s
2) N(SB1s)/N(SB2s) with respect to τ

The Nature(s) of “Primary” Stars

~30% of massive stars are the products of binary evolution (deMink+2014)

~20% of early-type “primaries” are actually the secondaries in which the  
          true primaries have already evolved into compact remnants; 
          consistent with the observed frequency of runaway OB stars (M+D16)

~10% of solar-type “primaries” are the secondaries, depending on τ (M+D16);
          biases statistics when comparing:
          young pre-MS binaries    -   field binaries   -   old, low-metallicity binaries
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